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1  He was absolutely  .................. , as he was speaking In a language with which I was anything but
familiar.

proud skillful monolingual incomprehensible

2  We do not always remember that it is a great  ..................   when everyone in our family feels all
right. We should appreciate this.

amazement  identity  heritage  blessing 

3  I ..................  what I would be doing now in this strange country without your kind help.

suppose wonder prefer hate

4  Now that their business is good enough, they plan to .................. their store by adding another
room.

replace expand provide found

5  The adviser asked me to .................. my research proposal and check the mistakes I have made as
to my possible findings.

hear about get along turn off go through

6  The game, however, was played in constant rain and wind that   .................. as the match
progressed.

strengthened succeeded interested improved

7  We should employ young yet skillful people to boost our general productivity, not the ones that
are .................. based on friendship with no attention to their actual capabilities.

unexpected recommended abbreviated distinguished

8  A: Dr. Gharib was a dedicated physician who was very friendly and helpful to poor families. 
B:  .................. ! I didn't know such a great man.

It's a pity Well done I hope not Not surprisingly

9  The design of the new house is similar to those that    ..................  , so they prefer to look for
modern ones. 

have already built had already built had already been built  have already been built 

10  Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with
teamwork,  .................. ?

aren't they  didn't they  didn't she  doesn't she 

11  I remember my father always said what I did  ..................  where I wanted to go was none of his
business, ..................  it was his duty to be anxious about me.

or / but but / and so / but and / or 
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12  What ................. if you .................. the competition?

do you would – won’t would you do – won’t do you would – won would you do – won

13  My favorite poem  ..................  many years ago by a very good poet whom I quite ..................  .

wrote – respect was written – was respected

was written – respect wrote – respected

14  The equipment on the desk over there is just for the students studying at this university
.................. coming from other universities. You  're not allowed to touch it. 

so for those but for those but not for the students and for no students 

15  Always appreciate God for blessings that he sent for you, .................. ?

will you do you won't you don't you 

 Many people who are looking to get a pet dog get a puppy. There are many reasons why people get
puppies. After all, puppies are cute, friendly, and playful. But even though puppies make good pets,
there are good reasons why you should consider getting an adult dog instead.  
When you get a puppy, you have to teach it how to behave. You have to make sure that the puppy is
housebroken so that it does not go to the bathroom inside the house. You have to teach the puppy not
to jump up on your guests or chew on your shoes. You have to train the puppy to walk on a leash. This
is a lot of work. 
On the other hand, when you get an adult dog, there is a good chance that it will already know how to
do all of the previously mentioned things. Many adult dogs have already been housebroken. Many
adult dogs will not jump on or chew things that you do not want them to jump on or chew. Many adult
dogs will be able to walk on a leash without pulling you to the other side of the street. 
Puppies also have a lot of energy and want to play all the time. This can be fun, but you might not
want to play as much as your puppy does. Puppies will not always sleep through the night or let you
relax as you watch television. 
On the other hand, most adult dogs will wait on you to play. What is more, they will sleep when you
are sleeping and are happy to watch television on the couch right beside you. 
There is one last reason why you should get an adult dog instead of a puppy. When most people go to
the pound to get a dog, they get a puppy. This means that many adult dogs spend a lot of time in the
pound, and some never find good homes. So if you are looking to get a dog for a pet, you should think
about getting an adult dog. They are good pets who need good homes.

16  What does the author apparently think of puppies? 
They are  .................. .

bad pets because they take too much work to own friendly, playful, and a lot of work

not as cute as adult dogs not as playful as adult dogs

17  The underlined word “behave" in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to  .................. .

listen understand train act

18  The main purpose of paragraph 2 is to explain how puppies  .................. .

are very immature do not make good pets can be very destructive are a lot of work
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19  According to the passage, which is the best example of a dog that is housebroken?

Spot goes outside to use the bathroom. Rex always breaks things inside the house.

Rover never jumps on guests. Muffin chews on people’s shoes.

20  The author begins paragraphs 3 and 5 with the phrase “On the other hand” to  .................. .

highlight an example contrast previous information

reject a later statement support the upcoming paragraph
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